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She was making it clear that China cannot be branded in one-dimensional terms as an adversary. Merkel is “convinced of our needing to be technological ...
Transitional period ahead in US-China relations
Instead of bombing our way into minimal gains—and mostly losses—for decades, the United States should instead remove all American soldiers from the Middle East and invest in policies that help the ...
America's Foreign Policy in the Middle East Needs a Restart | Opinion
Lynch and Singh make a compelling case that the Bush doctrine will outlast the current American president, and they assemble considerable evidence to show that fundamental components of the doctrine ...
The Case for Continuity in American Foreign Policy
In this series of articles, we will review US sanctions on Russia. The chronology, what are they about and what are reasons why they appear. To understand sanctions it is very important to understand ...
Why is sanctions is such a popular tool in US foreign policy?
WASHINGTON - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken will meet virtually with Southeast Asian officials every day next week, a senior state department official said on Saturday (July 31), as Washington ...
US top diplomat Blinken to court South-east Asia in virtual meetings next week
Joe Biden appears to be a proponent of foreign aid as his first official budget request to Congress includes large increases in funding for ...
What does Biden say about the US aid policy?
Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi urged U.S. President Joe Biden in a meeting at the White House to end Washington’s combat mission in Iraq but maintain U.S. military assistance to his country.
Transitioning to normal in US-Iraq relations
The Nigerian Institute of International Affairs (NIIA) held a two-day Virtual Roundtable on Nigeria’s Foreign Policy on Monday, 12th and Tuesday, July 13, 2021. The theme of the Roundtable was ...
Resurrection of NIIA: A Review and Agenda Setting for Nigeria’s Foreign Policy
The administration puts together a team of advisers to devise a policy that strikes a balance between national security and technological innovation.
Joe Biden, US lawmakers working on parallel tracks to bolster China tech policy
Like many others enduring COVID lockdown, I've resorted to comfort viewing. For me it is nostalgia, going back to the time capsule of the West Wing, writes Stan Grant.
What the West Wing tells us about America today
The US treats China as a competitor and rival, and it attempts to interrupt China's modernization process, Wang added. Washington is expected to "break away from pride and prejudice", stop lecturing ...
US urged to break away from hostile China policy
By Kevin Liptak and Maegan Vazquez, CNN President Joe Biden agreed on Monday to formally conclude the US combat mission in Iraq by the end of the year, ...
Biden announces end of combat mission in Iraq as he shifts US foreign policy focus
In recent months, China has been targeting foreign journalists for highlighting the atrocities of the Chinese Communist Party and the handling of the Covid-19 pandemic.
US concerned over 'harassment, intimidation' of foreign journalists in China
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) government on Saturday expressed deep regret as some officials of the U.S. State Department and the European Union (EU)'s office on foreign affairs ...
HKSAR gov't deeply regrets irresponsible remarks by US, EU officials
President’s ever-changing and shifting stance on the Visiting Forces Agreement (VFA) validates the Senate’s position that foreign policy should be a shared power and responsibility between the ...
Duterte flip-flop on VFA validates need to share foreign policy with Senate–Drilon
Tsegaye Tegenu, Ph.D. Senior Lecturer, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Uppsala University Researcher, Department of Human Geography, Stockholm ...
Ethiopia’s Economy Needs Strategies and New Policy Design
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The International Federation of Journalists IFJ has condemned the attacks on foreign journalists in China and urges authorities to ensure that journalists can ...
China: Foreign journalists covering flood disaster harassed
It has put itself on collision courses with most of its major neighbours and with western countries. And there appears to be no end in sight to its aggressiveness in foreign policy. China has gone out ...
Chinese foreign policy: Collision courses
The meeting to discuss the current foreign policy priorities that was hosted by Belarusian President Aleksandr Lukashenko and attended by Belarusian ambassadors was a meaningful and frank conversation ...
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